in a concise and readable style. It begins with an outline of the fundamental principles of energy and matter, leading on to a description of basic inorganic and physical chemistry, in which the discussion of chemical bonds and electronic configuration is particularly clear. The sections on organic chemistry and biochemistry give an adequate account of most of the basic aspects, although no experimental details, and there are short chapters on genetics and on the structure and application of some common drugs. The treatment of some topics is necessarily brief, and there are a few important omissions, such as the structure and function of membranes. A little physiology is given where this is necessary to put the biochemistry into perspective.
Throughout the book, the authors stress the relevance of chemistry to everyday life, and this is highlighted by numerous featured paragraphs on topics of current interest, such as the energy crisis, environmental pollution, coronary heart disease, and cancer. This helps to maintain the interest of the reader and should stimulate discussion among students. The format of the book is attractive, and each chapter includes a useful list of important terms and concepts, a series of questions related to the text, and some interesting suggestions for further reading. The diagrams are clear, plentiful, and relevant.
The book should help students encountering biochemistry for the first time and encourage them to go further. Although perhaps a little expensive for the student or junior technician, it would be a worthwhile investment for a sixth form or elementary undergraduate library. It begins with a brief historical survey and an introduction discussing various mechanisms of tolerance. The active suppression of a specific immune response may be an expression of a more general process of regulation of immune reactions. Nine of the 15 sections are devoted to basic experimental approaches investigating the tolerant state and the mechanism of its induction. T cell suppression is reviewed in detail. Basten examines the induction of tolerance, by mechanisms operating during maturation of precursor T lymphocytes. The Iymphokine mediation of suppression is investigated by Acheson, and Turk describes the role of the suppressor T cell in delayed hypersensitivity reactions. B cell tolerance induced by coupled hapten and polymeric antigens is described by Klaus, who points to its possible application in manipulating hypersensitivity states in man. The possibility that antibody production is regulated by idiotypic antibodies is discussed by Cinader. More applied aspects of tolerance are covered less comprehensively. CaIne reviews the present evidence for individual variations in immune responsiveness in man and its relation to the subsequent success of a renal graft, and Batchelor discusses the enhancement of tolerance to renal grafts in animals. Ogilvie describes mechanisms whereby parasites evade host immunity, and there is a chapter on tolerance to tumours in animals. This is a lucid account of a rapidly advancing subject which can be recommended to a sophisticated readership of laboratory workers and clinicians with more than a passing interest in basic experimental immunology. This volume is the second of a series on the biochemistry and physiology of the various hormones, both steroids and polypeptides, concerned with maintaining reproductive and sexual function. Each of the 10 chapters in the present volume is written by workers actively engaged in researching the subject. Emphasis is put mainly on events that take place at cellular level rather than on whole-body physiology, and consequently only a small proportion of the total volume is likely to be of immediate relevance to practising clinical biochemists except those engaged in research or in the provision of a laboratory service specifically in reproductive endocrinology. For them the present volume will provide an invaluable reference source and guide to contemporary thought. Of particular relevance to the less specialised reader are the chapters on "Human Gonadotrophins" by Dr W. R. Butt, and the one on 'The Control of Prolactin Secretion by the Hypothalamic Catecholamines" by
